We Are What We Create
Exploring the connections between Asian American identity,
creativity, and the church

The title is bad
theology, I know.
I’m no John Calvin.

I know that we did not create ourselves. But I’m speaking from the sense of creating a culture in which
we are formed.

Relax.
I am not an artist.

let’s define art. as i discuss art and creativity today, i’m not talking the humanities.
art is not merely painting or singing...i’m talking about living creatively, without consuming; living
intentionally, purposefully. this is something we can all do, whether we’re engineers, in business,
doctors.

What does an Asian American look like?
Asian American culture is still very much in motion, and you being an Asian American in this room can
have a different perspective from myself, but that doesn’t mean I’m wrong, or you’re wrong, it means
we need to talk and put our views on the table together to get a better picture, because frankly, no
body knows if it’s going to an Asian American looks more like this....or this. We are all looking for
Asian America.
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This searching for Asian America begins with disorientation: Where am I? How did I end up here? a
question of where we came from to where we are and where we are going. Many of us experienced a
season of disorientation, especially if you grew up outside of California, Hawaii or New York CIty.
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The question of “Where am I?” leads quickly to “Who am I?”
And it is full of important questions of how to define ourselves...what does it mean to be multi-cultural
in and of ourselves? And we even use our disorientation to define ourselves from what we were to what
we are becoming...
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which makes us ponder of what we really look like - to ourselves...
This is a self-portrait of a Korean American artist, David Choe

and others...
This is a photograph by Asian American photographer, Diane Tani.
Even though Asians have been coming to the US for over a hundred years, we still feel like foreigners.
And that sentiment is reinforced everyone someone asks us where we’re REALLY from, as though to
say we will never really be from here, that we should never call this place home.

$61,094
Highest Median Income of any
racial group

And yet, we are considered the model minority. We are the highest educated and the largest wage
earners.
And I want to suggest that economics has a lot to do with what we value and how we function, even in
church. We are so geared for success and materialism and many of us have had this as the explicit
goal of our parents coming to this country.

The irony is...
We really want to be here...and we really want to do well.
If you look at all the countries we came from, we call America the beautiful country. This is what our
parents thought would provide the best life possible...and they made every sacrifice to ensure that we
spoke English, moved to the right neighborhoods, went to the good schools, and went to church.
We wanted to be so American, we were willing to be less Asian for it. The irony within irony is that
we’re leaving church.

Silent
Exodus
Children of Asian
American immigrants leave
the ethnic church, up to

90%

...In droves.
Now this brings up a whole host of questions:
If you’re KA, 75% of our parents’ generation living in the US is “churched”...but are they churched for
social reasons or spiritual reasons?
But here’s something very interesting: When Asian Americans leave the ethnic church, they usually
point to the fact that the lack of diversity, but when we are in a multi-ethnic setting, often we feel as
though we cannot be ourselves.
In essence, we are still drawn to Asian American culture...but our churches have not connected the
dots between our faith and our heritage.

So on one side, we have AA artists, writers, dancers, performers...there is an emerging and vibrant AA
culture, and in this day and age, we have access to making cultural connections without the AA church
being the center.

“Abnormally high levels of
church avoidance...”
Barna Group

So increasingly we see a divergence between AA culture and AA churches.
And the research from Barna Group shows that not only are AAs leaving the church via the Silent
Exodus, they exhibit “abnormally high levels of church avoidance”, meaning they leave and often don’t
come back.

Observation # 1
The Asian American church and the
development of Asian American culture
have very little to do with one another.

Which leads me to my first observation...

Condemn
Critique
Copy
Consume
Andy Crouch – culture-making.com

now, if we look at the church...we see 4 general postures that the church has taken with regards to the
culture. and this is courtesy of andy crouch.
the first posture, i’m sure you’re familiar with.
the second is critique. as in trying to identify the errant worldviews behind culture.
the third is one i’m very familiar with, having come from nashville, tn. we take the forms of culture and
replace the content with Christian content. so if you like rock, we’ve got Christian rock. if want rap, we
got Christian rap, so on and so forth.
And this has formed an industry of its own where we are currently experience a great deal of
consumption of culture.
particularly in asian churches, we see this consumption of christian worship culture as though the
latest hillsongs album or david crowder cd is the standard for worship. we are caught in a market
economy with regards to church even.

Observation # 2
The Asian American church itself,
particularly in the English Ministry and
2nd generation worship services, do not
address issues of Asian American
identity and culture.

In fact, most of our contemporary churches seem to emulate White churches in our worship and our
participation in the consumption of Christian subculture...which brings up my second observation.
AA’s are leaving in droves not only because AA culture exists outside the church, it’s because the
church does not address AA identity and culture.

God is a creative being.

Now the tragedy is that the church has a deep and profound theology for creativity and artistry as it
relates to the creation of culture.

God is an artist. from the grand cosmos to the grand canyon. from the seas, to the waterfall to the sea
turtles to hemoglobin. We see art, diversity, creativity, and design.
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God is an artist.
And we are God’s handiwork.

Audacious Statement # 1
We most fully bear the image of God
when we create.

We are God’s handiwork, but we are not just the usual creation. We are made in the image of God, the
creator. now we who are made in God’s image, we ourselves have the power to create, and I want to
suggest that we most fully bear the image of God when we create.

Art is
communication.
– Madeleine L’Engle

And all art, all of creation, is communication, as per this quote from Madeleine L’Engle.
And if it is communication, what does creativity say?
What does the Grand Canyon say about God? What does DNA say about God?
And what does our art say about us?

What we create says who
we are (and will be)
Art becomes artifact.
Artistry says a lot about identity.

What we create says a great deal about who we are and will be.
In essence, art becomes artifact.
Archaeologists and historians make their living from interpreting art and artifacts of ancient people.
And they can tell you a great deal about who these people were, what they valued, and how they
looked at the world, life, and God.
Art says a lot about identity.

Johann Sebastian Bach
Listen to this piece...tell me about the world the composer lived in, how does he view the world, what
does he think of God?

What about this picture? What’s going on in this picture? What’s the view of life?

Pablo Picasso
It’s painted by Pablo Picasso, entitled Guernica. And he lived in a very violent Spain at the turn of the
20th century.

To fling my arms wide
In some place of the sun,
To whirl and to dance
Till the white day is done.
Then rest at cool evening
Beneath a tall tree
While night comes on gently,
Dark like me-That is my dream!

And a final example. Read this and tell me about the world this poem came from.

To fling my arms wide
In the face of the sun,
Dance! Whirl! Whirl!
Till the quick day is done.
Rest at pale evening . . .
A tall, slim tree . . .
Night coming tenderly
Black like me.

Do you know this poet? What world did he live in? Who is he speaking for?

Langston Hughes
Langston Hughes’ poetry speaks for an entire generation. His creation is borne out of a context but it
tells us so much about who he is, what he dreams about, and how he is changing the views of the way
his people see themselves.

In the case of church,
what does our art say
about us?

So what? Ponder this question...

If you closed your eyes...
could you tell what kind of church you went to?

Listen to this worship service...what kind of church is this?

what about this? describe it? what do they look like? how do they view the world?
can’t tell? a bit generic?
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Art has value in and of
itself.
•
•
•

Originality vs. technique
expression vs. performance
meaning vs. profit

We tend to shy away from creativity because we tend to view it as too much work, and even then, our
Asian genes kick in and we say, that unless it’s good art, or good worship, it’s not worth putting out
there. Or there has to be some sort of larger approval, market, or legitimacy about it.
But one of the lessons from the different cultures that create art, is that they say something that
someone else could never say, simply out of the uniqueness of who they are.
In other words, no matter how great a songwriter Chris Tomlin is, he could not have written a song
that Kirk Franklin wrote, not just stylistically, but in content. A Caucasian would never have sung a
Negro spiritual.
So a couple of points here, your originality, our uniqueness as a people is more important than our

If we only consume culture,
but never create it...
What happens?

Because the alternative leads to this question.

Practical
Profitable
= Worthwhile

here’s the catch, we have all been raised to believe that if it is not practical or profitable, it is not
worthwhile. this is why our parents tell us not to be creative...

Practical
Profitable
=
Gospel?

but the problem with that thinking is that if we live in ways that are only practical and only profitable,
we will never understand the Gospel, for it is neither practical nor profitable.
my concern then is not only that we salvage culture and ethnic churches, but that we not lose hold of
a full and powerful expression of the Gospel, which has the power to save, transform and turn this
world upside-down.

“To be a witness does not consist
in engaging in propaganda, nor
even in stirring people up,
but in being a living mystery.
It means to live in such a way that
one’s life would not make sense if
God did not exist.”
Cardinal Emmanuel Suhard

to be an artist is to live creatively, to understand that not everything is explained in mission
statements or doctrines only, but that our very witness of God is in the way we live.
thank you.

